
F300, F400 and F500 
Faceshield Headgear
Faceshield headgear features lightweight and heat-resistant Noryl® 
(the same material used in welding helmets) crown protectors and 
ratchet headbands. Windows sold separately. Meet ANSI Z87.1-2003 
High Impact.

F300 lightweight faceshield headgear provides general face 
protection for light-duty applications. Easily fits over spectacles, 
leaving room for air circulation to prevent fogging. Accommodates 
standard 8" x 11 1/2" windows.

F400 features a deeper 4" crown protector to extend protection 
without increasing weight. Incorporates 8" x 17" wide-vision 
wraparound windows and screens which provide 40% more 
protective area than standard size faceshields. Fits easily over 
required spectacles or respirators. 

F500 includes a broader, deeper 7" crown protector to provide an 
extra margin of protection when harsh working conditions require 
it. Features the exclusive Channel Grip system that mounts wide, 
wraparound windows and locks them into place to form a perfect 
seal from dust, dirt and debris. Includes Fibre-Metal® classic 3-C, 
free-floating headgear. 

Item # Order # deSCrIPtION UOm PrICe/UOm

F300 347686341 F300 light-duty faceshield headgear 
w/ 3" crown protector Ea 18.98

◊ F400 614601731 F400 medium-duty faceshield 
headgear w/ 4" crown protector Ea 23.99

F500 614601761 F500 heavy-duty faceshield 
headgear w/ 7" crown protector Ea 28.06
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Faceshield Brackets
Protective cap-mounting mechanisms easily and safely secure 
Fibre-Metal® faceshields to hard hats. Constructed from Noryl® 
(material used in welding helmets) and offer durable protection. 
Model 4000 with Quick-Lok® cups is for mounting on Fibre-Metal 
caps equipped with Quick-Lok blocks for more permanent mounting. 
Model 5000 with Speedy® mounting loops provides easy on 
and off mounting on protective caps. Patented, adjustable loop 
fits Fibre-Metal caps and most competitive brands. Model 6500 
faceshield bracket with 6000 blades is for use on slotted hard hats. 

Item # Order # deSCrIPtION UOm PrICe/UOm

◊ F4400 614601741 F-400 faceshield bracket w/ 
Quick-Lok cups, 4" crown Ea 20.44

♦ F5400 614601771 F-500 faceshield bracket w/ Speedy 
loop mounts, 4" crown Ea 20.73

♦ F5500 614601781 F-500 faceshield bracket w/ Speedy 
loop mounts, 7" crown Ea 26.24

◊ 5000 614606911 5000 Speedy attachment & 
adapter headband kit Ea 19.92

◊ 4000 614606191 Fibre Metal 4000 Quick-Lok 
complete adapter kit Ea 18.26
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Protective equipment, including personal protective equipment for eyes, face, and head, and extremities, 
protective shields and barriers, shall be provided, used, and maintained...wherever it is necessary by 
reason of hazards of processes or environment, chemical hazards, radiological hazards, or mechanical 
irritants encountered in a manner capable of causing injury or impairment in the function of any part of the 
body through... physical contact.

oSHa, 29 CFR Part 1926 Subpart e
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◊ Not stocked in all locations.     ♦ Non-stock item. Minimum quantity may apply.
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